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'visitors,,and.requests for
'*._wasCeverwbelming.
1‘93.

ITEaI-ontotibn1-. 11,11

Ethe authorities took place on

iDecembe-r 21.

nPTEHBEE 5th IS THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE SETTINC: or or 1111: FIRST PEACE
we. DERLNG THE PAST IEAR A DOZEN OR. MORE CAMPS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED
RIGHT ACROSS THE comm, AND MOST OF THEM ARE STILL GOING STRONG.
BRUCE GARRARD TBACES 11 3105:: or THEIP PdOLTIE A11U\ AND THE DIRECTION
THEY. ARE row TAKING.
mumwamgpndNtc :
O‘Ii
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Thegfirst These Camp

was set up,
Greenham
ewell known,
at

inspire 1a?111thedark taken by
theWomen for Life on Earth at a
time When a new level of action was

seen to be needed by many
Sampalgners in the Peace Movement“

‘Founded’ is the right word to
deScribe its beginning.

The emo-

tional energy that went into it

after the long march from Cardiff
muSt have been similar to the

founding of a township at the end
of a pioneering trek. One woman
involved said that “every day was
like a mont ” in the first few

weeks Against 1111 the odds, aha

themselves as a fixed point of
reference for the whole peace
campaign.

But every day they were still

A bulldozer arrived

gearly in the morning clearing all
Ithe brackcn and trees at the side
of the camp.
They wanted to lay
sewage pipes through the middle 9?
the camp into the base, updating the
sewage system to accommodate an
extia 1200 LS servicemen who would
The women lay
arrive with Cruise.
down in front of the bulldozer and

stepped this work.

The workmen left

without incident and never returned.
”Now the message was Clear: we are
prepared to act, we are serious, we
will stop you, we are not just
cwuping on a piece of grass outside
your gates”.

uncertain as to whether they would
The only
still be there the next.
things in their favour were their
The hope was that come the Spring
own determination and the apparent
more camps would be set up outside
confusion of the authorities, who
other US bases all over the country.
no doubt hoped that the women would
simply disappear when faced with the The first came in fact before the
end of the year when on December 28
They did not.
H igcuis of winter.
in deep snow and frost a group
The carp grew. fror a few tents to
founded a camp at Molesworth,
a collection of caravans. porta—
Cambridgcshire
the Other proposed
kabins, teepees, portaloos, and
Cruise missile base 1 where the
At
assorted flags and sundries.
Bishop of Huntingdon celebrated
the same time the action generated
the Eucharist as a launching act.
Vimmense goodwill and enthusiasm
_ throughout the movement: well before The camps were never intended as a
purely passive protest.
Great
*iistmas their kitchen caravan was

.everleaded with Christmas puddings,
§Cahes, biSCuits and presents. The

emphasis was placed on going out to
Speak to people, to publicise the
m
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The Ol'lgll'lal Peace Camp at Greenham Common
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The Burghfleld bunkers where they assemble the Bomb.
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action and to draw attention to the publicity to dissuade the council’s
Cruise missile issue. On January
_Public Protection Committee from
18, the first day of the parlia—
going ahead with the construction
mentary year, women from Greenham
of the building.
and Molesworth demonstrated outside
More camps
the House of Commons — where it is
in fact illegal to display banners. On February 6 a camp was established
'"For six hours we stayed around the
building, and many times walked
'Keening'
slowly passed keening.
is something traditionally done by
women, though now generally con—
It is
fined to mourning.
expression of feeling, a setting up
of a sound vibration... the sound
coming from deep within the body
and the threat. The higher sounds
The
are described as wailing"
same tactic, along with chaining
themselves suffragette-style to the
perimeter fence, had been used on

.
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”We are here as
“nonviolent
witnesses for peace. We do not
believe that peace can be
achieved by preparing for war,
but rather by working for trust
and understanding rather than
fear.
The camp is a focal point
in the struggle to make sure
that cruise missiles do not come
to Britain.

at Fairford, Gloucestershire,

outside a base for American
'stratotanker' in—flight refuelling
aircraft. On March 7 a camp opened
at Burtonwood USAF base near
Warrington, Cheshire. Over Easter
a camp was set up at Hexham,
Northumberland, in connection_with
a projected sub—regional HQ bunker,
though under pressure from the local
planning authority it was abandoned
after two weeks; and another at
Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire, a major
base for USAF F—lll strike aircraft.

Fear feeds the arms race. The
money that is spent on the arms
race could be used to clear the
world's slums, to end hunger, to
prevent avoidable diseases, and
to teach every child to read
and write. Just two weeks of
military spending every year
would provide the money needed.“

On April 24 a camp was started
outside Burghfield Royal Ordnance
for
Meanwhile, apprOpriately enough
Factory near Reading, where Britain‘s
an initiative which began in Wales,
nuclear weapons are assembled; and
a third Peace Cwnp was set up at
on April 26 at Caerwent arms dump
Bridgend, MiduClamorgan, on January
and munitions factory in Gwent.
25. The County Council had
Another women's camp is at RAF
previously passed a 'Nuclear—Free
Eaddington, Lincolnshire, a base
Zone' resolution, and this was the
for British nuclear strike aircraft;
site for the County War Headquarters.
and more recently camps have started
at Lakenheath in Suffolk, the key
After direct action which resulted
East Anglian USAF base, and outside
in peeple being physically covered
the Polaris base at Faslane in
with wet concrete, the cwnp was
Scotland.
eventually to generate sufficient

MOLESWORTH Peace Camp

their first arrival at Greenhmn.

'
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A feature of this growth has been
the special identity and character
taken on by each camp.
The predom—
inantly Christian initiative at
Molesworth, for instance, where they
arrived in the snow at Christmas

time; and the 'militaresque‘ (their

word) planning that went into the
Fairford camp where vehicles, tents,
firewood and campers arrived with
careful timing inside the base
_ perimeter, where they stayed for
-:several days before ejection. The
camp was re-established a little way
’_down the road where it styled itself
the 'Alternatives to War Research

Establishment' (ANRE), intending to

develOp nonviolent alternatives to
It was this
'imilitarism in general.
camp however that appeared to lack
the emotional commitment to

continue, and by the end of June it
had dwindled away and had to close.
At Greenham Common, what had always
been a women~led action drew its
strength as much from the women's

movement as from the peace campaign;
and whilst it received support from
all quarters, those who actually

joined to camp there were mostly
feminists.

Life goes on at Upper Heyford.

In January, Newbury District Council
finally announced their intention to

evict the camp.
Though only half
the land occupied Was under the

District Council's jurisdiction,
the threat was real, and the mood
in the camp changed to the
Friction between the
defensive.
women and the few men who were
living there was exacerbated, and
the decision was made to restrict
the camp to women only.
From then on Greenham Common Peace
Camp became a specifically women's
space, where a women's approach to
the disarmament campaign was being
evolved. Apart from the symbolic
reversal of roles from the tradi—
tional situation in which men have
gone off to war leaving the women
at home, there is at present a
tactical advantage in staging
women—only direct actions: in
situations of potential conflict
between demonstrators and police,
this has been effective.

The Peace Festival
A Peace Festival had already been
arranged for March 21 at Greenhan,
on what was both Mothering Sunday
and the Spring Equinox.
It took
the form of celebrations in
different styles outside each of the
base's gates: the Women's Gate, the
Green Gate, the Religious Gate, the
New Age Gate, the Music Gate, the
Artists' Gate, and a gate—with—no—
name for the anarchists.
It was a
unique event, and was followed by
a 24hr blockade of all the entrances
to the entire base.
There has been much discussion as to
whether this action was 'successful‘.
Work inside the base was held up
for only 2 hours on the Monday
morning before the MOD police
removed a section of the fence to
let in the traffic.
34 women were
arrested attempting to blockade
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'"We are protestin against the
building of the bunker because
all Civil Defence against nuclear
war gives rise to the notion that
we can surVive a nuclear war, and
so makes war more likely. As a
contrast, Hexham has historical
associations with protection and
sanctuary — for example, the
crypt in the Abbey where.local
people hid from raisers in Saxon
times. As the bunker is not to_

f be used by anyone from Hexhan,
i and makes Hexham.a target, we see
'
it as a corruption of these ideas
and are working for its removal.”
HEXHAM Peace Camp

course of their duties and, of all
things, behaviour likely to cause
a breach of the peace! But later
the land was replanted, and the
local council's attempts to find a
legal basis to evict the camp
entirely have so far come to nothing.
At Upper Heyford the campers were

originally moved on (from the 'Old

Camp Road'), on the grounds that
they were obstructing a public
highway; but they returned, having
discovered that the original read
crossed the base and that public
highway status had been removed —
any obstructing done by the camp
would apply equally to the USAF.
The council is now trying to get
rid of them on the grounds that they
lack planning permission. At

Burghfield the police were able to

publicising it (although, when it
was a success, 'Sanity' announced
in tabloid language that 'A new
craze is sweeping the country —

Peace Camp mania.)
March 21 marked a new stage in the
develOpment of the whole Peace Camp
movement.
The camps at Burghfield,
Kaddington, Upper Heyford and
Caerwent followed on directly;
whilst ‘spot blockades’ now became
a regular tactic for the women at
Greenham, culminating in 15 days
and nights continuous blockading
stepping all traffic through the
main gates for the whole of the
period leading up to the District
Council's eviction attempt...
The authorities' attempts to

dislodge the Peace Camps have been
varied, but have not shown marked

stop the camp being set up
immediately outside the front gates
of the factory where the only open
space is the road verge; but the
camp itself became mobile, whilst
for a month a continuous vigil was
kept up drawing attention to the
factory — which had disappeared
from the Ordnance Survey maps.
At Caerwent an.agcnt provocateur
was planted who instituted
irresponsible actions leading to a
physical attack from local residents;
but this problem was successfully
overcome. At both Burghfield and
Fairford the MOD put direct
pressure on adJacent landowners not
to help the campers; and where
camps have been set up on private
land - notably at Lakenheath and an

attempted camp at Whelfcrd (the

huge American arms dump near
Newbury) — there have been greater
problems.

success. At Holesworth the camp
was first threatened with action by
At Greenham Common the 34 women
the public health authority, but
arrested on March 22 achieved a
this was dropped.
On March 21 the
camp observed Mothering Sunday by
publicity triumph at their hearing
this gap in the fence, and were
planting flowers, fruit and
in Newbury Magistrates' Court,
’
subsequently convicted and fined
which became a focus for the on—
vegetables on an acre of derelict
for obstruction. What is certain is
land within the base boundary. On
going protest against Cruise. On
that during the previous night a
April 22 tractors and barrows arrivedlﬂarch 29 the Council had finally
tremendous atmosphere of joyful
instituted court proceedings for an
to tear all this up: 9 people were
solidarity had been evoked amongst
eviction, and the case was eventually
arrested when lying in front of the
the blockaders and their supporters
tractors, and were charged with
heard by a Judge in Chambers at the
(both male and female); and that
High Court on May 14.
obstructing the police in the
the publicuty generated, though not
1% a
“a
huge, was out of all preportion to
the small number of peeple taking
part and was almost entirely
positive.

This event, like all the Peace Camp
initiatives, came very much from the
grass roots of the peace movement.
National CND had offered some help
with legal backing; and the previous
November — inspired by the Peace
-Camps * National Conference had
voted to support 'considered
Nonviolent Direct Action' where
'apprOpriate‘. Nevertheless they
viewed the Spring Festival and
blockade with mistrust, and almost
went out of their way to avoid

Watch the birdie . . . . . please!
5

u
The device of hearing the case in

chambers (i.e. without the press
and public being admitted) was
entirely inapprOpriate since the
matter was of considerable public
interest: anyway, 40 women attended
and the proceedings were delayed“
until the full court—room was
vacant. A further 100 supporters
demonstrated outside in the Strand,
of whom 24 were arrested.
The eviction order was granted, and
on May 28 council bailiffs moved in
with bulldozers to clear the site.
Five women were arrested trying to
obstruct the eviction, but other—
wise the camp moved peacefully onto
adjacent land owned jointly by the
Department of Transport and the
County Council, with whom the
District Council had not liaised.

arriving from Stonehenge at the
It transpired that the
end of June.
council would have required a fresh
eviction order to remove them.
The problem for the authorities
stems from the fact that the Peace
Camps are a national phenomenon
concerned with a national issue,
but the government is unwilling to
meet them head—on (the Women‘s
Peace Camp's original modest demand
was for a public TV debate, which

was refused.)

As a result they

have been treated piecemeal as
'local protests' — and to no avail.

At Burghfield, where (as at many
airbases) the perimeter fence is
marked with notices saying ‘no
photographing, no sketching‘, the
campers deliberately went out with

been set in motion, but their seems
little likelihood of their real

cameras intending to publicise our
national atomic weapons factory. On
May 18 two women were arrested after
photographing the assembly buildings

The District Council
success.
claimed in court that 'othcr people'
might take advantage of the Peace
Camp to move onto the common with
vehicles; but this did not stop a
‘Peace Convoy' of 130 vehicles

the Official Secrets Act. Nothing
came of it however: the authorities
preferred to avoid further
publicity. The camp now organises
regular 'photography picnics' on

Further eviction proceedings have

"My responsibility is to act
against preparations for nuclear
genocide.

1 choose to do this

by visible acts of nonviolent
i feel my means are
protest.
irrelevant since i don‘t intend

to pay the $25 fine.” (Georgina
Smith (52) from Leamington).
"We have to take responsibility
for people and animals.

1

think

what i was doing was reSponsible.”
(Annie Anxiety Robyns (23) from
IJOIKlOIl).

”1 do not feel guilty ... we have
to stand up and say what we feel
... i do not feel defended by
these weapons of mass destruction.

1 have five children who 1 wish
to see grow up free from this
suicidal arms race.”

(Janet

lyrrel (40) from Wretn).
Statements in Newbury Magistrates'
Court, April 14 1982.

and threatened with prosecution under

Sunday afternoons.
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"We do not accept that nuclear
war is inevitable, or that we
must always live with the threat
of it. Violence is neither
necessary nor right. We Oppose
violence in any form, including
any form of discrimination. Our
aim is to live as a community
for peace, based on the
principles and practice of
nonviolence: nonviolence not as
a strategy but as a'way of life
and as an attitude to all people
and to our world. We hepe by
our action to focus attention
on the insanity of the nuclear
arms industry, and to be a
continual reminder to the authori—
ties and to employees in the
industry, and to everyone else,
of a peaceful alternative. We
intend to gather information on
the activities an
ffects of
the factory and publish what
we find. We hope to provide a
stimulus and focus for the peace
movement.”
BURGHFIELD Peace Camp

“WWPTEm-“lm '5 N “f" ‘ fry"

so adding an overtly political
dimension to what had until then
been merely 'anti—establishment'
in a vague and translucent way.

The Peace Convoy

A new development came at the end
of June when 500 peeple arrived at
Greenham Common with the Peace
They lack the discipline of the
Convoy for a 'Cosmic Counter—Cruise
established Peace Camps, and some
Carnival‘. The sudden influx of
of them were easily provoked into
such relatively large numbers was
tearing down a long stretch of the
evidently cause for concern, and
perimeter fence ~ which in turn
the US Embassy resorted to spreading
nearly led to a violent clash with
wild rumours of the base being
‘the police. The bad publicity did
attacked with bows and arrows and
nobody any good.
petrol bombs, so as to pre-empt the
full involvement of CND (always
The action took place at the works
keen to preserve its clean

image.)

entrance to Greenham Common (the

The Peace Convoy is the core of

'Green Gate') where the silos for

people who have been involved in
setting up free festivals for

Cruise missiles are presently under

several years, they moved onio
UJT‘OIﬂlahl aiixﬁr thr112iilSene1‘
gathering at Stonehenge this yea1.
Newbury

Magistrates
Court
ApﬁP82

--— In Court.

construction. A small Peace Camp —
an offshoot from the wowen's camp —
had been set up there in April, and
{TLCled at the end of Ray.

The bfon fence at Greenham Common
The Peace Convoy re—occupied the
site very effectively; and if they
did nothing else they proved that
this was possible. They made of
themselves a new (if unpredictable)
factor in the whole Peace Camp
scene. The media seized on the
difference between their approach
and that of the women's camp in an
effort to prise the movement apart;
but in fact their action provoked a
debate amongst Peace Camp
activists which came together at the
Green Gathering at the end of July,
where the overriding feeling was a
desire for unity and to work
together, respecting each other's
differences.
Differences there certainly are.
In particular, the 'women—only'
stance at Greenham Common has
caused problems. This is not the
place to discuss the issues in
detail, but it has been noticeable

that the original open atmOSphere
and fluid organisation has tended
to be replaced by a rudimentary
hierarchy with ’leaders' emerging.
At the same time, differences of
viewpoint and personality have not
led to a breakdown but to organic
growth, with a number of the early
members of the camp becoming
involved in new camps and wider
actions elsewhere.
It is a grass—
roots movement, and from it grow
many blades of grass.

carried its action onto the
streets of London. Together with
others from Molesworth and Upper

... thing is, people's insecurity
compels them to create a prodic~
table understandable universe
where everything fits into neat
little categories and stays there
... upset the applecart and you
provoke the most amazing release
of repressed rage, pain and
frustration ... amplify the
temper of a two—year—old who can't
have another biscuit to that of
a full—grown man armed with a
truncheon and backed up by a
heavy mob in blue uniforms ...
it's the same trip ... and you're
in real danger.”

from Bristol 44167).

And so it goes on.
The story of
Peace Camps does not end here,
because this is just the
beginning. The cwnps are now making
closer contacts with each other,
with regular meetings to discuSs
their individual CXperiences and
common aims and problems. But the
next step is one that you, I, we
take to further the campaign.
The
Peace Camps have carried the peace
movement right to the doorsteps of
the military establishment, where
it is most effective. But a Peace
Camp does not function in
isolation; it can only exist with
the support of its political
hinterland
the peace movement as
a whole.
if as individuals we are
unable to join a camp or to set up
new ones ourselves, then collectively
we must give them all the support
we can.

June.
This led to further court
cases, and more demonstrations.

Nagasaki fast

arrested at actions at or concerned

The Women's Camp at Greenham has

kids, you should understand this

°IillIlHIEImm-«ﬁ.

About

resolve.

Molesworth plan a day of mass action
on what would have been the last
weekend of ‘Operation Hard Rock'
(October 2
3). At Groonham the
Women's Camp will soon be holding
a large women—only action round
the base, whilst all will be
welcome to a 'Hallowe‘en Gathering'
at the end of October (more details

Heyford, they staged a 'die—in'
during President Reagan's visit in

constitute a 'movement’ that has

‘with the camps, but this has only
served to strengthen the campers'

”Do you want to know the secret
of freedom? It's easy ... when
someone gives you an order, ask
'Why?’ ... if you don't agree,
say 'No‘ ... lou don't help
anyone by going along with
unreasonable behaviour just to
'save trouble' ... Women with

THE PEACE UUNVOY

Still, there are not enough Peace
Camps, and those that do exist
could do with much more support.
Nevertheless they already
had some historical impact.
100 people have so far been

strike force gives the USAF at
Upper Heyford ’first strike'
capability. The Peace Camp, along
with local peace groups, is
organising a demonstration to
protest against this on September
25 (details below).

._______.,.u

The Peace Camps were particularly
active over the weekend of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki days.
The
Women's Camp staged a vigil in
Newbury, Burghfield took part in a
4-day fast in Reading, and
Molesworth was a focus for local
actions during which plans were
made for protests on a larger scale
later in the year; and so on.

** Upper Hoyford demonstration:
assemble September 25 at 11 am in
Manorsfield Road, off Sheep Street,
Bicester for an-8—mi1e walk; or at
2 pm at East End Camp Road, Upper
Heyford, for a 2—mile walk.

At Upper Heyford the MoD is shortly
to take over a further 30 acres oi
land to make way for an extension
to the base.
This is to facilitate

the stationing of EF—llla
‘electronic warfare' aircraft which
together with the the standard F-111

Followed by a gathering: bring food,

‘ - i.2Elite”"I“
"""
“rill-it?”

drink, and music.
Coaches back to
Bicester. Further details: Steeple
Aston 4046].
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The green_move$bnt consists of people coming together to create
a world in which the quality of life is more important than the

standard of living.

The strength of nature is in her diversity and

flexibility in the face of changing conditions.
People who recognise
I
and strive for nature's balance are green people.
Only a green
movement has the resilience which springs from respecting the
diverse resources at our disposal, and treating them responsibly.

We affirm the interdependence between ourselves and our
environment.
All living creatures belong equally to this
planet and have the right to share in its resources. As peeple we
have a responsibility to use those resources wisely.
We strive for a society which is not undermined by the

destructiveness of excessive competition.

__

In order to do this

we must learn to balance initiative with co—operationi;

'

._;

ssh?

Our problems cannot be solved by violent swans. 'We believe we
can only reach our goal by methods which are consistent with
“our'

aims.

We intend to make a constructive use Of our energies

through acting nonviolently.

We want a society i1 which women, and feminist vilues, are considered
Women need space and resources to empower themselves
important.
in order to make a full contribution to the difficult struggle of
Feminism seeks to redress the imbalance created
changing the world.
by the dominance of male values.
We are evolving methods of direct democracy as an appropriate tool
. for ensuring that decisions are not made against the wishes of the,
people they most affect.
Greater social justice is necessary in order to ensure that those
who are at present disadvantaged - whether on the basis of race, class,
sex, or age — can exercise their fundamental human rights. We are

prepared to make sacrifices in order to build a society which
does not reward greed or prejudice.
We see personal develOpment as the basis for a healthy society.

We do not consider work solely in terms of material production or
paid employment, but in the much wider context of a societw hich
values the whole range of human endeavour. What is useful t
must aiso be enjoyable and fulfilling .
$.The interlinked principles of ecology, co—Operation, nonviolencew
feminism, direct democracy, social justice and personal deve10pmen,
form the bedrock of the green movement. We call on those who kno
and miwnledge these principles to forge new bonds and to develop
new means of working together that will allow us to build a more
alanoedsociety — a society

eat does not threate

; 12-p stamps
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